Hardware subsystems are described which have been developed by NBS and added to a manually controlled test stand, CID Model 15730, and which together comprise the test system. Digital computer control is used which incorporates a vendor supplied real time software operating system, extended and adapted to the hardware subsystems by NBS. When applications software is complete, the system will be suitable for production testing of J52 engine fuel controls. Test parameters under computer control are shaft speed, burner air pressure and compressor inlet pressure, along with systems used solely for measurement of fuel control discharge and supply flowrates and eight fuel control pressures.
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-iii -INTRODUCTION A prototype automated test system has been developed and built at tlu> National Bureau of Standards for use in the adjustment and calibration of J52 engine fuel controls. A manually operated production test stand, installed and operational at NBS, has been put under digital computer control by the addition of hardware subsystems, and by extension and adaptation of real-time operating system (RTOS) software. The stand. Model CID 15730, was built by Cox Instruments Division of the Lynch Corporation* and RTOS was supplied by Interdata Incorporated, the computer vendor.
To complete the software system, application software suitable for production testing of J52 engine fuel controls will be needed. Such software has been designed but has not been written. Earlier documentation [1]** includes RTOS as extended and adapted by NBS and the design of the necessary application software.
The purpose of this report is to summarize the hardware systems in this prototype system from a general functional and design point of view. Some estimates of performance under computer control are included and these are subject to verification when complete application software is available. Design details covering the computer interfacing and description of the computer system configuration are given in [2] . Automated systems' electrical hydraulic and pneumatic circuitry; stand power distribution and control circuit diagrams; subsystem design and wiring diagrams; interconnecting cabling lists and parts lists are given in [3] along with a list of hardware vendor technical manuals for the components used. Design of components and assemblies with complete mechanical detail design and dimensioning is not presented.
A glossary is included herein to define special terms. As requested by the sponsor, the computer system and software systems have been designed and configured for control of up to five stands.
See Appendix A and [1] . This report together with [2] and [3] are intended to serve as basic documents for duplication of this prototype system or for addition of hardware subsystems to control additional test stands.
Two important fuel control test parameters presently remain manual control parameters.
These are power lever angle PLA, and compressor inlet temperature TT2 , For a fully effective automated test system, these too should be automated. Automation of PLA should be straight forward, using for example, step motor control to position the input shaft on the fuel control. However, to speed up present testing, automation of TT2 would logically require simulating the output of the present fuel control temperature bulb system, a slow responding system requiring several minutes to settle at the desired setpoint value. This simulation would involve a change in test philosophy and test procedure for this control, along with special hardware designed to mate to the fuel control.
Such an approach, however, is not new to the fuel control test industry, and should be investigated in this program. * Certain commercial equipment or products are identified in this report in order to adequately specify the design.
In no cases does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply that the material identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose. ** Numbers in brackets refer to references given at the end of this document
The role automated testing is likely t industry, along with brief discussions functions of fuel controls are given e o play in the fuel control calibration of present testing techniques and Isewhere, e.g. [4] and [5] . 2. HARDWARE SYSTEMS OVERVIEW Figure 1 shows the prototype hardware system connected to the fuel control and pertinent test stand systems.
Test parameters which are under computer control are NC speed, PB pressure, and PT2 pressure, with additional systems for measurement of fuel control supply flow or total flow WT, metered fuel flow WF and various fuel control pressures and differential pressures. All parameters are read out as needed one at a time through a multiplexer system and preset counter, both under computer control. The blocks denoted PLA Input System and TT2 Input System are planned for future expansion and are not included in the present prototype system, as noted above. These are believed necessary for a fully effective automated test system. The Operator Panel is equipped with a set of display lamps which indicate hardware and software systems status, a cathode ray tube (CRT) display system dedicated to fuel control test information including display of required values, operator inputs and test results, and a teletypewriter (TTY) for operator command inputs and hardcopy printout. Through the test stand relays, the computer can turn off the stand (stand emergency stop) and it can control the stand between conditions of drive stopped and stand systems unpressurized to stand systems fully pressurized and operative. The Pendant Station is used to manually control step motors in the various input systems.
Stand systems controlling the total flow schedule, boost pressure level, nozzle discharge pressure schedule, and fuel temperature remain unchanged. Indirect control of total flow WT is implemented through direct control of NC speed.
PLA position and TT2 temperature (bath system) are currently manual parameters. Automation of TT2 would logically use a simulation approach positioning the fuel control temperature sense servo piston directly in place of the temperature (bulb) sensing system. Transfer between stand and automated systems is a manual operation.
The blocks at the top of Figure 1 show the computer system, defined to include the processor, a line printer, a paper tape reader and punch unit, a teletypewriter, a fixed head disc data storage unit, a clock module, and the device interfaces.
This system is believed adequate for the end user who would be primarily concerned with changes in test specifications only, and who would be supplied with the software systems already programmed as a turn-key job. Figure 2 shows the test stand console with the prototype Operator Panel located at the right, with the fuel control mounted on the stand drive pad at left center, and with the stand controls and instrumentation normally used by the operator located between these two items. Figure 3 shows the computer system (from left to right) with the line printer; the teletypewriter; the processor with its display panel, the high speed paper tape reader/punch unit, and the disc all housed in CPU Cabinet Except as noted below, the prototype system has been assembled using primarily off-the-shelf components. The device Interfaces for the display lamps, the CRT, the TTY, the Test Stand Relays, the Dual Multiplexer and the Counter were designed and constructed at NRS, Division 650.01, and the signal conditioners for NC and WT signals in 213.06.
The NC, PB and PT2 step motor Interfaces were purchased from Technology Incorporated from designs used in the Navy TF30 fuel control test stand automation program, and the disc Interface was purchased from Pacific Micronetics. The PB Input regulator is a modified design by Moore Products.
In addition to systems for control and measurement, and for operator interaction, suitable systems* are needed to ensure safe operation for all hardware located at the test stand console area, a hazardous location where hydrocarbon vapors are always present, classified as Class 1, Group D, Division I in the National Electrical Code (NEC) [6] . All pressure and flow transducer equipment have been housed in totally-enclosed explosion proof boxes or purchased in such housings conforming to the NEC. All other equipment have been located in air purged enclosures in accordance with the requirements of the NEC.
The purge air system added along with the automation hardware is discussed below.
3.
SYSTEMS DESIGN
3.1 NC Speed Control Figure 4 shows the NC speed input and readout systems, controlling NC speed under computer control in the range 50 to 4200 rpm, and to zero. For manual stand control, transfer switch item EA 537* is set in the MAN position, and the operator controls NC through stand console potentiometers Ell and E19**.
For computer control, the transfer switch is set in the COMP position. NC control will be implemented through applications software. A supervisory software control loop has been used successfully in similar systems and is recommended here. This loop starts with reading current NC through the pulse pickup, followed by calculating the number of motor * Item numbers with prefixes EA and A refer to components added to the CID 15730 stand for the automated system, as listed in [2] ** Item numbers with prefix E or no prefix refer to original stand system components as listed in [7] . [2] , and system circuit diagrams are given in [3] .
PB Pressure Control
Automated PB inputs are generated in the range 5 to 300 psia* using the system shown in Figure 5 . Under software control using an approach similar to NC, a supervisory control loop would be used in which PB is varied by the step motor driven pressure regulator PB REG, and read out through the system consisting of the PB transducer, a dedicated DC to frequency (V/F) converter, the Dual Multiplexer, and the preset counter.
Control to a set point would be accomplished in a iterative fashion, running the step motor several times with PB reads in between until the desired value is set to within a programmed tolerance.
To convert to SI units, multiply the pressure psia units by 6.895 to obtain corresponding pressure in kilopascals absolute.
- 8 Limit switches directly connected to the step motor shaft prevent over ranging at both high and low PB pressures, with status signals to the computer through the PB motor interface. When under computer control, the stand operator can vary and set PB manually with the Pendant Station.
Under computer control, it is estimated the time to set PB to within a programmed tolerance* through an excursion of 200 psi will not exceed about 17 seconds.
Smaller PB excursions will take less time; for example, an excursion of 20 psi is estimated would not require more than 6 seconds. The available slew rate for setting PB is about 20 psi/sec. The control times allow for several reads of PB and for PB system settling time or lag. The maximum lag for the prototype system is about 1 second which occurs at low PB in the range 5 to 10 psia. This lag is due to the time it takes for air in the PB load circuit between PB REG and the fuel control' to exhaust to VAC EXH, limited by sonic flow within parts of the regulator itself. This regulator, Moore Model 40AE450(M66) , was purchased with increased exhaust flow capacity as modified by Moore Products. A dedicated vacuum pump, 8 CFM capacity, is used with the PB system to prevent interaction with the PT2 system. This pump has been added to the stand console system.
Caution
To avoid possible high PB step inputs to the fuel control, transfer with valves A501 and A502 between the stand PB regulator 55 and the automated system should occur with the high pressure air supply turned off.
Detailed information needed for programming PB control is included in [1] ; see Volume 1, Sections 5, 8.7, and 9, Attachments A, B, C and I. Details concerning interface design are given in [2] , and system circuit diagrams are given in [3] . * As given in [1], the tolerances are 0.05 psi for PB < 100 psia, and 0.10 for PB >_ 100 psia.
-10 -
PT2 Pressure Control
Automated PT2 inputs In the range 1 to 30 psia are generated with the system shown in Figure 6 with the motorized regulator PT2 REG. This system is functionally similiar to that for PB control including use of a supervisory control approach. Minor differences include control to closer tolerances (to 0.01 psi) , incorporation of a dedicated pressure reducing regulator REG A538 rather than sharing a reducing regulator with the stand system, and no requirement for a vacuum reference signal for PT2 REG.
Again, a dedicated vacuum pump, 3.5 CFM capacity, for VAC EXH is used, isolating the PT2 and PB systems. This is the pump originally installed in the stand console.
Under computer control, it is estimated no more than about 16 seconds maximum will be required to set PT2 through an excursion of 20 psi. This uses a slew rate of about 2.9 psi/sec, as set by manual pot adjustment on the PT2 variable speed drive system, and allows for similar PT2 system lags or settling times (about 1.5 seconds in the range 1 to 2 psia). Smaller PT2 excursions will require less time, for example an excursion of 2 psi should not require more than about 6 seconds for control to the set point.
Detailed information needed for programming PT2 control is included in [1]; see Volume 1, Section 5, 8.7, and 9, Attachments A, B, C and I. Details concerning interface design are given in [2] , and system circuit diagram are given in [3] .
WF and WT Measuring Systems
Discharge flow from the fuel control is measured by the WF Turbine Meter system as shown on Figure 7 . This system consists of a turbine meter WF METER, a flow straightener section upstream, a section of straight tubing downstream, and the WF signal conditioner whose output is fed to the preset counter through the Dual Multiplexer. Measurements of WF can be made in the range 300 to 11,000 Ib/hr* to an uncertainty not exceeding 0.5 percent of rate.
The approach is to determine meter frequency by measuring the period required for a predetermined number of pulses. In this way, adequate resolution is obtained in 0.5 second nominal, an interval sufficient for a steady sample of the (fluctuating) flow, and much less than the time it would take to measure frequency directly at low flow rates. The necessary predetermined number of pulses will vary with flow rate and is first determined by a preliminary, or sample period count taking 0.2 second nominal. Indicated status includes step motor high and low limits, motor control (running) status including overshoot indication, and parameter in-tolerance and out-oftolerance status at the set point. Use is made of red, green and yellow lamps, and on/off and flashing modes. Figure 10 shows the status messages for this display panel. Detailed specifications on use of this display panel are given in [1] , Volume 1, Section 4.11. All lamps except those indicating purge air and power status are under program control. Further, all control and tolerance lamps can be disabled as a group with an added internal switch in the upper chamber of the Op Panel, an NBS modification. Thus with this flexibility, production experience and operator preference can be deciding factors whether or not these two sets of lamps are in use continuously. Figure 11 shows the Pendant Station for step motor manual control. With the stand under computer control with the ACJET system, the stand operator can, at any time, conveniently control each step motor individually except during those periods when the motor is actually being run under computer control. . Changing between manual and computer control is bumpless. The operator selects a parameter (NC, PB or PT2) by a knob switch; the direction (forward or reverse) through a rocker switch; and then one of three motor slew speeds or jogs the motor, all through a set of four momentary push buttons.
Slew speeds include FAST, which enables a full scale traverse ranging from 8 to 10 seconds depending upon parameter selected, a MEDIUM slew speed ranging from 20 to 30 seconds for full scale, and SLOW, which normally enables satisfactory control to a setpoint. In addition, the JOG position enables closer control with discrete numbers of motor pulses output for each switch actuation. Although not shown on the controls, possible expansion to include operation of motors for PLA and TT2 control has been included in the design.
-17 - This station is mounted on a flexible hose near the center of the stand console and allows the operator to control these motors from positions within a reasonably large part of his normal work area. This hose houses the necessary electrical conductors and also conducts purge air to the Pendant Station.
Test Stand Control and Power Flow
A set of computer-controlled relays are used to control the following stand functions or systems:
stand emergency stop, fuel boost pump power, fuel high pressure pump power, vacuum pumps power, and stand variable speed drive DC controller power. Also, operation of the fuel control manual/normal transfer system is similarly under computer control. For manual control of the test stand, computer control of stand emergency stop through relay Kl and the purge air interlock through pressure switch PSl are both made inactive by manual switch FA537 located in the stand electrical control cabinet, and with no computer control relays Kn energized, all stand systems are operated normally through stand controls. Pressure switch PSl, which senses the purge air supply pressure, is the primary interlock between the test stand and the automated systems when under computer control since it interlocks with stand relay CRl controlling power to the stand control circuit.
The computer controlled relays are connected to duplicate the operation of the stand momentary push button switches and when under computer control, each relay is actuated momentarily upon receipt of a command byte from the computer.
Thus, stand systems manual stop and start push buttons are always active and the operator is never "locked out".
Under computer control, power to the stand variable speed drive DC controller is controlled through the low limit switch on the NC step motor. Thus, start up must occur from zero speed, duplicating manual stand operation. To stop the drive alone, NC motor must be driven to the low limit position under computer control, or the operator must actuate the Vairiable Speed Drive stop button.
Two pairs of relays, K8 through Kll, control operation of the fuel control manual/normal transfer system. These are latching type relays duplicating operation of stand toggle switches. Relays KIO and Kll control power to the AC and DC power supplies for this system, and K8 and K9 control the transfer.
The latter pair are interlocked to override stand switch E2 position.
Thus, computer control overrides manual control, except the computer cannot de-energize the power supplies should stand toggle switches E2 or E9 be closed.
Caut Ion
The operator should keep stand switches E2 and E9 in the "off" position except when needed manually.
Computer software will keep these relays unenergized except when fuel control manual/normal transfer is needed, Purge Air System All electrical or electronic equipment added to the test stand console have been installed in accordance with the National Electric Code, i.e. either housed in totally enclosed explosion proof boxes or located in purged air enclosures as required in [6] . The pressure and flow transducer equipment have all been located in explosion proof boxes or purchased in such housings. Figure 13 shows the flow circuit through the air purged enclosures and the physical location of all safety interlock switches. A centrifugal blower, rated 865 CFM at 6 inches of water, supplies purge air from an adjacent nonhazardous area. Three temperature switches (TS) and four pressure switches (PS) sense enclosure air temperature and pressure at the locations indicated. This system operates at pressures considerably higher than pressures corresponding to 0.1 inch of water column, the required minimum, principally because pressure switches which operate satisfactorily at 0.1 inch are generally less available and more expensive. To avoid excessive pressures in the upper and lower chambers of the Op Panel, pressure is sensed in the purge air supply line with restrictions as shown adjusted so that opening either chamber actuates its pressure switch.
Purge air for the TTY flows from the lower chamber of the Op Panel up through a cable slot passage via a special adaptor box at the rear of the TTY.
Mechanical switches (MS) are located at the lower chamber door and on the TTY cover, both of which can be opened without tools. It Interlocks with stand relay CRl controlling power to the stand control circuit and when under computer control, purge air must be "on" before the test stand and the automated hardware in the hazardous area at the stand console can be energized. To allow sufficient time for purging prior to power up, time delays are used; one dedicated to the Op Panel TTY, so that opening up the TTY cover for paper adjustment for example will only power down the TTY, and one dedicated to the CRT/ Displays and the PB/PT2 Motor Box as shown. If the number of stands automated does not exceed three, Cabinet 2 may also house the electronic counters and frequency converter equipment, but for four or more stands a third CPU cabinet will be needed for these items.
The computer multiplexor bus has been regenerated with bus buffers sufficient to drive the computer peripherals and one set of stand automation interfaces. When additional stands are automated, one more buffer must be added in CPU Cabinet 1; an expansion chassis slot has been reserved for this.
In Cabinet 2 a card file, complete with bus buffer and interfaces, is required for each additional stand automated. Also, additional power supplies will be needed, one for each card file. Figure 15 ).
Other equipment needed include an additional vacuum pump for the PB system or equivalent capacity if more than one stand served by one pump is desired, and a set of transfer valves for the PB and PT2 systems are needed. A detailed parts list comprising a stand automation device set is contained in [3] -26 - Cabinets Accessory Calibration for Jet Engine Tuneup, the acronjmi given to the software system designed and generated for this application [1] APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
The programs created and/or tailored to process the requirements of a specific application.
In the ACJET system, these programs include:
(1) the application user tasks through which all test stand control, data acquisition and data output occurs, and all fuel control test requirements are met; (2) the test executive which interfaces between the operating system RTOS and user application tasks, and which is primarily charged with processing test stand operator inputs; (3) the data base management tasks, since data base organization is applications oriented; and (4) the test stand automation device test programs.
Designated cabinets housing stand automation hardware components.
BOOST PRESSURE
Stand fuel pressure, approximately 30 psig, generated by a centrifugal pump and needed to assure a positive pressure at the high pressure pump inlet.
BURNER PRESSURE PB
Air pressure signal fed to the fuel control which simulates air pressure at the engine compressor discharge/burner section.
The fuel control burner pressure signal which actuates the PB limiter. In the J52 engine, when the total burner case differential pressure (PB -ambient pressure) exceeds a preselected maximum, the PB signal to the control burner pressure sensor assembly is reduced by bleeding through the limiter valve to ambient pressure, resulting in a reduction in fuel flow and engine speed which prevents combustion chamber pressure from approaching the maximum safe value.
CARD FILE
Chassis purchased from Technology Incorporated (TI) to house stand automation device interfaces purchased from TI.
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY SYSTEM CRT A system for displaying alphanumeric information on the screen of a cathode ray tube. The system consists of a character generator, a video monitor and an interface to the processor. 
CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT CPU

EXPLOSION PROOF BOX OR ENCLOSURE
A totally enclosed box, normally containing electrical or electronic equipment, constructed to withstand an explosion or combustion of a hazardous air/vapor mixture. Such boxes are normally of heavy construction and include mating closure surfaces sufficiently large to quench any products of combustion escaping to the outside world.
FUEL CONTROL
The jet engine accessory which meters or schedules fuel flow to the engine burners as required for the engine to deliver necessary thrust.
Such thrust is dictated by the position of the pilot's power lever in the cockpit and by particular operating conditions of the engine, normally shaft speed, burner pressure, and compressor inlet air pressure and temperature.
-34 -Symbol FUEL CONTROL DISCHARGE FLOWRATE WF
The metered fuel flowrate discharging from the fuel control and flowing to the engine burners. 
FUEL CONTROL MANUAL /NORMAL TRANSFER
RTOS
A real time operating system supplied by Interdata modified by NBS and adapted to hardware components used in this application. This system provides for Interleaving the execution of a number of programs while still being responsive to the occurrence of real time events [9] SPEED NC See FUEL CONTROL DRIVE SPEED.
STAND
See TEST STAND.
STAND CONSOLE See TEST STAND CONSOLE.
STAND CONTROL CABINET See TEST STAND ELECTRICAL CONTROL CABINET.
STAND EMERGENCY STOP
The test stand console control used to de-energlze the stand systems simultaneously.
-38 - 
TEST STAND CONSOLE
The part of the test stand containing the fuel flow circuitry, involving the supply and nozzle discharge systems, the actuator elements for simulating the engine conditions, the parameter measuring instruments, and the mounting pad for the fuel control. The console is always located in a hazardous environment for liquid hydrocarbons, as classified by the National Electric
Code.
-39 -Symbol TEST STAND ELECTRICAL CONTROL CABINET The part of the test stand containing components such as the controller for the variable speed drive system, motor starter relays, and electronic control units and power supplies. This cabinet is always located in a nonhazardous location.
A set of relays under computer control with which the following stand functions or systems are controlled: stand emergency stop, fuel boost pump power, fuel high pressure pump power, vacuum pumps power, and stand variable speed drive DC controller power. Also, operation of the fuel control manual/normal transfer system is under computer control through relays in this set.
Letter "n" denotes relay number.
TOLERANCE
The assigned value which establishes the range to which an input parameter is controlled at its setpoint. I-Then applications software is complete, the system will be suitable for production testing of J52 engine fuel controls. Test parameters under computer control are shaft speed, burner air pressure and compressor inlet pressure, along with systems for measurement of fuel control discharge and supply flowrates and eight fuel control pressures. The operator controls the test through a subsystem equipped with a CRT, a teletypewriter, and a set of back-lighted display lamps. The hardware and software systems have been designed for multistand control, and hardware requirements for control of up to five stands by one computer are discussed briefly. 
